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Chapter 1 : Documenting Django REST Framework API for offline usage - Stack Overflow
Django REST framework is a powerful and flexible toolkit for building Web APIs. Some reasons you might want to use
REST framework: The Web browsable API is a huge usability win for your developers.

Keep this in mind when naming fields with numbers in them. Example - Without format conversion:
ModelSerializer will use this for related fields automatically. It can be instantiated explicitly as in the
following example: API spec , relationship objects contain links to related objects. To make this work on a
serializer we need to tell the ResourceRelatedField about the corresponding view. The drf-nested-routers
package is useful for defining such nested routes in your urlconf. The corresponding viewset for the
line-items-list route in the above example might look like the following. Use this in case you only need links
of relationships and want to lower payload and increase performance. All you need is just add to urls. The self
link on a relationship object should point to the corresponding relationship view. The relationship view is
fairly simple because it only serializes Resource Identifier Objects rather than full resource objects. In most
cases the following is sufficient: DJA tests its polymorphic support against django-polymorphic. The
polymorphic feature should also work with other popular libraries like django-polymodels or
django-typed-models. A polymorphic serializer takes care of de serializing the correct instances types and can
be defined like this: Project It must inherit from serializers. This attribute defines the accepted resource types.
Polymorphic relations can also be handled with relations. It must be a subclass of serializers. This behaves in
the same manner as the default fields property and will cause SerializerMethodFields or model values to be
added to the meta object within the same data as the serializer. To add metadata to the top level meta object
add: It must return a dict and will be merged with the existing top level meta. For instance, to access meta data
from a serializer object, you may use serializer. Related links will be created automatically when using the
Relationship View. The specification refers to this feature as Compound Documents. Compound Documents
can reduce the number of network requests which can lead to a better performing web application. To
accomplish this, the specification permits a top level included key. The list of content within this key are the
extra resources that are related to the primary resource. To make a Compound Document, you need to modify
your ModelSerializer. For example, suppose you are making an app to go on quests, and you would like to
fetch your chosen knight along with the quest. You could accomplish that with: If you have a single model, e.
Book, which has four relations e. Author, Publisher, CopyrightHolder, Category. To display 25 books and
related models, you would need to either do:
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Chapter 2 : Building an API with Django REST Framework and Class-Based Views
theinnatdunvilla.com Settings. Namespaces are one honking great idea - let's do more of those! â€” The Zen of Python
Configuration for REST framework is all namespaced inside a single Django setting, named REST_FRAMEWORK.

By providing high-level development libraries, Django effectively liberates developers from much of the
tediousness and minutia of application development such as validation, database modeling, authentication, etc.
It provides a simple object-oriented representation of data which is translated into relational database schemas.
A developer can create an entire database schema by simply creating model classes. Interaction with the
database is possible with very little code. Forms are extremely flexible and easily customizable. Decoupling
the Backend API development allows us to separate our backend core from our user interfaces. This allows the
development of a central application core that can be consumed simultaneously by a Web interface, native
mobile applications or software for the desktop. Custom code needed to be written to handle and process the
allowable HTTP requests types and return the appropriate response. Its advantages include its simplicity,
flexibility, and quality source code and documentation. The version 2 features a powerful serialization engine
that behaves much like Django forms, token based authentication integration with OAuth and OAuth2
protocols , generic classes for CRUD operations, throttling, permission classes, etc. The framework provides
developers with the flexibility to extend and customize the tools offered as they see fit, and greatly reduces
development time. The example below demonstrates how quickly one can build a basic API endpoint with just
a few lines of code. An example Django model class database table: The Django REST Framework provides
us a useful and attractive user interface to interact with our API endpoints during development which can
easily be turned off in production. Keeping documentation updated is a constant challenge during
development, particularly when changes to our API directly affect other developers. We want our web and
mobile teams to have access to an accurate reference to the APIs and their functionality. We also want to free
the API developers from having to constantly update a text document each time they make a change to the
codebase. The tool examines comments in the code, the fields that are exposed, validation constraints,
acceptable methods, etc. This is done in real-time, meaning that a change to the code will immediately be
reflected in the documentation. By using open source development software, our developers are also active
contributors to many projects, helping improve tools that have in turn helped us become better developers.
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Chapter 3 : Django REST Framework Tutorial, Examples, Demo - Tests4Geeks
Django REST Swagger supports REST framework versions and above. Mark is also the author of the REST Framework
Docs package which offers clean, simple autogenerated documentation for your API but is deprecated and has moved
to Django REST Swagger.

Funding If you use REST framework commercially we strongly encourage you to invest in its continued
development by signing up for a paid plan. We believe that collaboratively funded software can offer
outstanding returns on investment, by encouraging our users to collectively share the cost of development.
Signing up for a paid plan will: Directly contribute to faster releases, more features, and higher quality
software. Allow more time to be invested in documentation, issue triage, and community support. Safeguard
the future development of REST framework. REST framework continues to be open-source and permissively
licensed, but we firmly believe it is in the commercial best-interest for users of the project to invest in its
ongoing development. Around issues and pull requests closed per month since Tom Christie started working
on the project full-time. Contracting development time for the work on the JavaScript client library and API
documentation tooling. This will consist of documentation and support for using REST framework together
with Django Channels, plus integrating WebSocket support into the client libraries. Opening up and securing a
part-time position to focus on ticket triage and resolution. Paying for development time on building API client
libraries in a range of programming languages. These would be integrated directly into the upcoming API
documentation. Sign up for a paid plan today, and help ensure that REST framework becomes a sustainable,
full-time funded project. Getting started is easy while providing simple abstractions which makes it flexible
and customizable. Contributing and supporting Django REST framework helps ensure its future and one way
or another it also helps Django, and the Python ecosystem. Such a community is only possible because of the
Open Source nature of the language and all the culture that comes from it. Building great Open Source
projects require great minds. The code base is top notch and the maintainers are committed to the highest level
of quality. DRF is one of the core reasons why Django is top choice among web frameworks today. In my
opinion, it sets the standard for rest frameworks for the development community at large.
Chapter 4 : Usage â€” Django REST Framework JSON API documentation
The django-rest-framework-link-header-pagination package includes a LinkHeaderPagination class which provides
pagination via an HTTP Link header as desribed in Github's developer documentation. Documentation built with
MkDocs.

Chapter 5 : Building APIs with Django and Django Rest Framework â€” Building API Django documentation
theinnatdunvilla.com Validators. Validators can be useful for re-using validation logic between different types of fields.
â€” Django documentation Most of the time you're dealing with validation in REST framework you'll simply be relying on
the default field validation, or writing explicit validation methods on serializer or field classes.

Chapter 6 : django - REST API documentation - Stack Overflow
Schemas as documentation. One common usage of API schemas is to use them to build documentation pages. The
schema generation in REST framework uses docstrings to automatically populate descriptions in the schema document.

Chapter 7 : API Development with Django and Django Rest Framework | Symbility Intersect
The API clients documented here are not restricted to APIs built with Django REST framework. They can be used with
any API that exposes a supported schema format. For example, the Heroku platform API exposes a schema in the
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JSON Hyperschema format.

Chapter 8 : Funding - Django REST framework
The django-rest-framework-hstore package provides an HStoreSerializer to support django-hstore DictionaryField model
field and its schema-mode feature. Dynamic REST The dynamic-rest package extends the ModelSerializer and
ModelViewSet interfaces, adding API query parameters for filtering, sorting, and including / excluding all fields and.

Chapter 9 : Django REST Swagger
Django REST Swagger. An API documentation generator for Swagger UI and Django REST Framework. Full
documentation.
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